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Abstract

In this paper we present an anonymous protocol for a mobile payment system based on a Kiosk Centric Case Mobile Scenario
where the customer cannot communicate with the issuer due to absence of Internet access with her mobile device and the costs of
implementing other mechanism of communication between both of them are high. Our protocol protects the real identity of the clients
during the purchase and employs a digital signature scheme with message recovery using self-certified public keys that reduces
the public space and the communication cost in comparison with the certificate-based signature schemes. Moreover, our proposed
protocol requires low computational power that makes it suitable for mobile devices. As a result, our proposal illustrates how a
portable device equipped with a short range link (such Bluetooth, Infrared or Wi-Fi) and low computational power should be enough
to interact with a vendor machine in order to buy goods or services in a secure way.

Key words: Anonymous Protocol, Mobile Payment System, Kiosk Centric Model, Digital Signature with message
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1 Introduction

M-commerce refers to any electronic transaction or information conducted using a mobile device and mobile networks.
Its popularity has increased in the last years thanks to advances in the portable devices and the rapid development of
the mobile communication technologies that have allowed people to use mobile telephones or Personal Digital Assistant
(PDA) to access Internet (to read email, browse web pages or purchase goods) anywhere and anytime.

Advances in the portable devices make m-commerce more profitable and promising, nevertheless there is still a
widespread skepticism about buying and paying for them on-line, due to the vulnerability of sensitive information when
transmitted through communication channels. Therefore, it is necessary to develop mobile payment systems capable
of providing safe and trustworthy communications between the customer and on-line mobile services providers. More-
over, these payment systems should overcome the common limitations existing in mobile devices currently available,
which prevent that these devices execute, in an efficient way, operations that require a lot of computing resources. The
common limitations are: 1) poor computational capabilities, 2) limited storage and 3) short battery life.

Different mobile payment systems have emerged in the last years which allow the payment of services/goods from
mobile devices, but the one developed by [16] (called 3-D Secure) has become a standard due to its benefits regarding
security and flexibility in the authentication methods. This scheme allows the authentication of the payer (customer)
when she makes an on-line payment using a debit or credit card.

Despite of the flexibility that 3-D Secure provides to the issuer to choose the authentication method (password, sym-
metric and asymmetric signature, and biometric techniques), the relationship between payer and issuer is quite strict
(although required for Visa’s 3D-Secure scheme) and does not allow the use of schemes in which the communication
among these parties is not possible due to: 1) the impossibility of the client to connect to Internet from the mobile device
and 2) the high costs and / or inconveniences of using the infrastructure necessary to implement other mechanisms of
communication between the client and the issuer (such SMS, phone call, etc).

Most of the mobile payment systems proposed up until now assume the consumer has Internet connectivity through
her mobile device, so the restrictions mentioned previously do not represent an important issue. However, it is quite
common that the client meets situations in which it is not possible to connect to Internet so it becomes necessary to
develop mobile payment systems where the user could use her mobile device as a shopping means, even thought she
may not have Internet access.

Digital Signature can be represented as a secure base in electronic payment system because it provides authentication,
data integrity and non-reputation cryptography services [10]. However, the traditional digital signature schemes are
based on asymmetric techniques which make the signature computation very expensive and not suitable for mobile
devices. Moreover, these schemes suffer from the well-know authentication problem1 which requires the usage of
certificate to avoid it. The public-key certificate must be verified by a Certificate Authority (CA), and that verification
causes an additional information exchange during a transaction.

According to our operational model, the above schemes are not suitable because clients interact only with a vendor
during a purchase and communication with other party (like CA to verify a certificate) is not possible. Therefore, usage
of a non-traditional digital signature scheme is required in order to satisfy our requirements. Digital signature with
message recovery using self-certified public keys [3],[15] provides an authenticated encryption scheme that integrates
the mechanisms of signature and encryption, which enable only the specified receiver to verify and recover the original
message. The authentication of the public key can implicitly be accomplished with the signature verification.

Contributions: In this paper, we present an anonymous protocol (that supports both credit-card and debit-card transac-
tions) for a mobile payment system based on a Kiosk Centric Model (proposed by [4]) which overcomes the limitations
mentioned before and is suitable for mobiles devices with low computational power. Our protocol protects the real
identity of the clients during the purchase and employs a digital signature scheme with message recovery using self-
certified public keys that reduces the public space and the communication cost in comparison with the certificate-based
signature schemes [17]. As a result, our proposal represents an alternative to other mobile payment systems with
restrictions regarding a mandatory connection between the client and the issuer, like Visa’s 3D Secure.

1An imposter may impersonate any innocent user with a valid cryptographic but incorrect public key (because it does not belong to the innocent
user).
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Outline of this paper: We begin by presenting the motivation for this work (section 2), followed by the related work
that include a description of some known results associated to our research. We then present a brief review of some
preliminaries (section 4). More precisely, we give a comparison between symmetric and asymmetric cryptography
for mobile payment transactions and an overview of digital signature and self-certified public key. Following this, we
present our approach which includes a complete list of notations used in our scheme, the operational model, the initial
assumptions and the proposed protocol. In section 6, a security analysis of the proposed protocol is presented. We
end this paper with the conclusions in section 7.

2 Motivation

In this research, we can distinguish the following objectives: a) eliminate the restriction of those mobile payment systems
(including Visa’s 3-D Secure) about the direct communication between client and issuer for authentication purposes and
b) provide anonymity of data origin to prevent the merchant from associating the client with the messages sent from
her. This anonymity implies the protection of relevant information by third parties but not unrestrained anonymity [1].

Our first objective is greatly inspired by the Kiosk Centric Case mobile Scenario proposed by [4]. This scenario is very
representative of mobile application frameworks where the client device interacts directly with the kiosk, which in turn
connects to the infrastructure. Note that the client’s device never communicates with the infrastructure in a direct way
but has a feasible connection with the vendor (using a short range link such bluetooth, infrared or wi-fi).

In order to solve the problem of buy and payment of goods/services in the aforementioned scenario, in section 5, we
construct a protocol that allows clients to send from their mobile device a message to the issuer through the vendor (who
will not be able to decrypt this message). The proposed protocol (divided in 2 sub–protocols) employs the authentication
encryption scheme proposed by [17] that allows only specified receivers to verify and recover the message, so any other
receiver will not be able to access the information.

According to our second objective, we make sure not to reveal the real identity of the client to a merchant during
the purchase process. In order to achieve this goal, a nickname instead of client’s real identity is used when she
communicates with the merchant. While a client registers to the issuer, several nicknames are assigned to the client
and those nicknames are known only to the client and the issuer. Since the merchant does not know the mapping the
nickname and the true identity of a client, the client’s privacy is protected [8].

3 Related Work

The widespread of m-commerce in recent years has created new security and privacy challenges because of new
technology, novel applications, and increased pervasiveness [4]. Several studies have been conducted to improve the
security of mobile payment systems. Meanwhile, efforts have also been dedicated to unify concepts and scenarios into
frameworks that will be useful to develop new electronic payment systems and to analyze security issues.

Research conducted by [4] is one of those studies that unifies many proposed m–commerce usages into a single
framework. This research intended to revise the possible range of mobility scenarios, identifying the security issues for
each connectivity scenario. As a result, five scenarios were identified and analyzed: Disconnected Interaction, Server
Centric Case, Client Centric Case, Full Connectivity and Kiosk Centric Case. The latest has been considered as the
starting point in the design of our proposal.

The Full Connectivity scenario (where all the entities are directly connected to one another) has been widely used
in most of the mobile payment systems proposed up until now [11],[7],[16] because it allows protocol’s designers to
simplify the protocols and obtain stronger security guarantees than similar applications in the others models.

Most of the protocols proposed in recent years for the Full Connectivity scenario are based on public-key infrastructure
(PKI) [2],[7],[10] whereas the remaining employ symmetric-key operations which is more suitable for wireless networks
[9]. Unfortunately, usage of those protocols within the Kiosk Centric Case mobile scenario is not possible, as it restricts
the communication which allows only interaction between the client and the merchant. However, some protocols could
be reformulated to overcome this restriction, achieving the same security and performance but in a different scenario.
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For example, Téllez et al. [14] reformulate the mobile payment protocol proposed by [9] to satisfy the requirements of
their proposal (based on Kiosk Centric Model).

Many signature schemes with message recovery have been proposed in recent years [3],[15],[17]. These schemes
allow a signer’s public key to be simultaneously authenticated in verifying the signature. As the public keys does
not need to be included in a certificate to be authenticated by verifiers (as happens in protocols based on public-key
infrastructure), communication with a Certificate Authority during a transaction to verify the validity of a certificate is
not necessary. Therefore, digital signature schemes with message recovery are suitable for mobile payment systems
based on a kiosk centric model like the one being suggested in this work.

In order to provide limited but practical anonymity by using limited disclosure of information, some proposals have
been suggested in the past [1],[8]. While the cryptography techniques and operational models used in those works are
different from ours, we follow the approach of using nicknames usage instead of the real identity, implemented in [8] to
prevent a merchant from knowing the customer’s identity.

As the payment software (also called wallet software, and that from now on we will assume that is programmed using the
Java language due to the multiplatform capabilities of this language) must be sent to the customer by the issuer through
the vendor, it becomes necessary the usage of techniques to protect the software against reverse engineering and/or
software tampering. To achieve this, we employ the three techniques for obfuscation of program design proposed
by [13]: 1) The class coalescing obfuscation replaces several classes with a single class, 2) In the class splitting
obfuscation, a single class is replaced with multiple classes, each responsible for a part of the functionality of the
original class, and 3) The type hiding obfuscation uses the mechanism of interfaces in java to obscure the type of
objects manipulated by the program.

The experimental results (applying the techniques mentioned before to a medium-size java program) show that the
run-time overhead, in the worst of possible scenario (class splitting obfuscation), is less than 10% of the total running
time of the program.

4 Background

In this section, preliminaries necessary for the remainder of this paper will be introduced.

4.1 Comparison of Symmetric and Asymmetric Cryptography for Mobile Payment Transac-
tions

Symmetric and asymmetric cryptography have been widely used for secure communications among engaging par-
ties. In Symmetric cryptography, a secret is shared between two parties (called sender and receiver) that want
to communicate safely without revealing details of the message. This technique provides message confidentiality,
message integrity and party authentication.

On the other hand, asymmetric cryptography employs a pair of cryptographic keys (public/private key) to allow users to
communicate securely without having previous access to a shared secret key. This technique provides all the security
properties that the symmetric cryptography does (confidentiality, message integrity and party authentication),and also
provides non-repudiation, which symmetric cryptographic could not provide and is very important for financial transac-
tions that are relevant to fund transfer and good ordering. Normally, it can be achieved by using digital signatures but
in symmetric-key based protocols, there is no possibility to prove the originator of an encrypted message because the
secret key is shared between two parties [9].

Symmetric-key operations are more suitable for wireless networks than asymmetric ones due to the time required to
be processed and their lower computational requirements. However, key management is complex since shared secret
key must be agreed upon by both parties and any participant has to maintain n number of secret keys, one for each
party she is communicating with. Moreover, authenticity of origin or receipt cannot be proved because the secret key is
shared.
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4.2 Digital Signature and Self-certified public key

Public-key cryptography, introduced in 1976 by Diffie-Hellman to solve the problem of key management, is a class
of cryptography which allows users to communicate securely without having prior access to a shared secret key. In
asymmetric cryptosystems, each user has two keys: the private key that is kept secret by the user and could be
used to produce a signature for a message and the public key which is made public to all users in a public directory
maintained by a system authority (SA) [17]. These systems suffer from well-known authentication problems, being the
most important one that an imposter may impersonate any innocent user with a valid cryptographic but incorrect public
key (because it does not belong to the innocent user). To deal with the problem, the usage of certified for every public
key is applied but this approach puts a high burden on users since they should connect themselves to the SA in order
to verify the certificate before using the corresponding public key [3].

In 1984, an ID-based public key cryptosystem was proposed by [12], where the public key of a user is computed from
her identity(e.g. an email address, and IP address or a complete name). Unfortunately, this approach relies too much
on system authority because the user’s private key is not chosen by the user, but the SA. To deal with both the problem
of verification of public keys without the usage of certificates and the drawbacks on the identity-based cryptography, the
notion of self-certified public keys cryptosystem was first introduced by [5] where each user chooses her private key,
and the user’s public key is derived from the signature of the user’s private key (signed by the system authority using
the system’s secret key) and the user’s identity. The authentication of the public key can implicitly be accomplished with
the signature verification.

5 Our Approach

5.1 Parties and Notations

All the entities involved in our protocol are called parties and communicate through wireless and wired network.

The symbols C, M, PG, I, A are used to denote the names of the parties Client, Merchant, Payment Gateway, Issuer
and Acquirer respectively. The following symbols are used to represent other messages and protocols:

• IDP : the identity of party P that contains the contact information of P.

• NIDC : Client’s nickname, temporary identity.

• KP : party’s K public key.

• KS : party’s K private key.

• EP−P′ (X) : message X signed and encrypted by the user IDP to a specified receiver IDP′ .

• TID: Identity of transaction that includes time and date of the transaction.

• OI: Order information (OI = {TID, OD, h(OD, Price)}) where OD and Price are order descriptions and its amount.

• TC: The type of card used in the purchase process (TC=Credit, Debit).

• Stt: The status of transaction (Stt = {Accepted, Rejected}).

• TIDReq : The request fot TID.

• MIDReq : The resquest for IDM .

• XMReq : The request for xM .

• h(M) : the one-way hash function of the message M.
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5.2 Operational Model

Generally, operational models for m-commerce found in literature involve transaction between two or more entities. Our
operational model is composed of five entities:

1. Client: a user who wants to buy goods or services from the merchant. Particulary, in our proposal, the user has a
mobile device with the following features: a) low computational power (e.g mobile phone, PDA, etc.), b) equipped
with a built-in display, an input method and short range link (such Infrared, Wi-Fi or Bluetooth), c) capability to
execute a java program, and d) not able to access Internet.

2. Merchant: a computational entity that has products or services to offer/sell to the client and with which the user
participates in a transaction. This entity could be a normal web server or an intelligent vending machine which the
user can connect to using a short range link. Moreover, this entity connects with the Payment Gateway through a
secure wired channel allowing the client to communicate with the issuer using this connection. A formal definition
of the merchant may be found in [4].

3. Acquirer: is the merchant’s financial institution. It verifies the validity of the deposited payment instrument and
manages the merchant’s account including fund transfer.

4. Issuer: is the client’s financial institution. It provides electronic payment instruments to the client to use in a
payment and manage the client’s account including fund transfer.

5. Payment Gateway: an additional entity that acts as a medium between acquirer/issuer at banking private network
side and client/merchant at the Internet side for clearing purpose [9].

Figure 1: Operational Model.

In figure 1, we specify the links among the five entities of our scheme. Note that there is no direct connection involving
the client and the issuer. Moreover, the connection between the customer and the vendor (denoted as the dotted arrow)
is set up through a wireless channel.

On the other hand, interaction among the vendor and the payment gateway (depicted as solid arrow in the scheme)
should be reliable and secure against passive and active attacks. Therefore, the connection is supposed to be
established through a secure wired channel by using the well-know security protocol like SSL/TLS [6]. Note that the
issuer, acquirer and payment gateway operates under the banking private network, so the security of the messages
exchanged among them is out of the scope of this paper.
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5.3 Initial Assumptions

The initial assumptions for our proposed protocol can be stated as follows:

1. Client registers herself to an issuer before making payments. The registration can be done either personally at
the issuer’s premises or via the issuer’s website.

2. The Client shares her credit- and/or debit-card information (CDCI) with her issuer (who will not reveal it to any
merchant). q, p′ and q′ secret and publishes N, g and a collision-resistant hash function h(·) to all users

3. The trusted system authority (SA) is responsible for generation system parameters in the system initialization
phase (by the procedure described in [17][15]).

4. Every party of the system Pi (whose identity is IDPi ) choose a number KSi as her secret key and computes xi =

gKSi mod N. Then, Pi sends (xi, IDPi ) to SA. After receiving (xi, IDPi ), the trusted system authority computes and

publishes the public key of Pi as KPi =(xi – IDPi )
h−1(IDPi ) mod N [17]. As the client uses a nickname instead the

real identity to protect her privacy, one KPi must be generated and published for every nickname assigned to the
client.

5. When a client registers to a issuer, several nicknames are assigned to the client and those nicknames are known
only by the client and the issuer [8]. Furthermore, with the assistance of issuer, the client sends her nicknames
and xC to SA and receives all system parameters from the system authority.

6. The client holds CS, IDI , xI and system parameters in her mobile device.

7. The Price and description of the goods and services have been decided by client and merchant.

5.4 Signature with Message Recovery Techniques

In order to a sender Pi (with identity IDPi ) sign and encrypt a message W to a specified receiver Pj (with identity IDPj ),
we follow the generation procedure of signature proposed by [17]. First, Pi chooses a random number y and computes
r1, r2 and s. Afterwards, Pi sends the triple (r1,r2,s) as the signature of message W (from now on, EPi−Pj ) to the verifier
Pj. After receiving (r1,r2,s), the verifier Pj recovers message W and verifies that the signature is valid using the same
procedure described in [17].

5.5 Detailed Protocols

Our protocol consists of two sub–protocols. In the Registration Protocol, a client requests the values IDM and xM

from the merchant. Then, if the client does not have the wallet software, M sends a request for the software to the
issuer, and it will be delivered to the client through the merchant. After the client receives xM and the wallet software is
available in client’s mobile device, the client can start the Payment Protocol. The main functions of both protocols are
shown as follow:

Merchant Registration Protocol

C → M: {NIDC,n,MIDReq,XMReq}w

M → C: {IDM,xM,h(n,xM)}w

C → M: h(IDM,n,xM)

Due the absence of connection between the client and the trusted system authority during a payment, the client can
not access the public value xM used in the signature process. As a consequence, the merchant needs to send this
value to client. First, C sends to M her nickname NIDC, a nonce n for challenge-response, MIDReq and XMReq (the
request for xM), encrypted with a session key w generated by running AKE protocol [2] with C. Then, M confirms C’s
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registration by sending the value XM , merchant’s identity (IDM) and h(n,xM), encrypted with the session key w. Finally,
C sends h(IDM,n,xM) to M as a confirmation to have received xM .

Afterwards, the merchant will detect if the wallet software is available or not in the mobile device. If not, M sends a
software request to PG, which will forward the request to I. The issuer intends to protect the software against various
types of attacks carried away at any moment, preparing the software following these steps:

• Choose one of the obfuscation methods proposed by [13] and apply it to the java code.

• Then, the software is signed using the Authenticated encryption scheme with message linkages proposed by
[3],[17].

Once the software has been prepared, the issuer will forward it to the PG, which will send it to C (through the merchant)
who will install the software after receiving it.

Payment Protocol

1) C → M: NIDC,T IDReq
M → C: EM−C(T ID, IDM)

2) C → M: EC−M(OI,Price,NIDC, IDI ,V SRequest,h(OI,NIDC, IDI))
V SRequest = EC−I(Price,h(OI),TC, IDM)

3) M → PG: EM−PG(VCRequest, IDM)
VCRequest = (V SRequest,h(OI),T ID,Price,NIDC, IDI)

4) Under banking private network,
4.1) PG → I: V SRequest,h(OI),T ID,Price,NIDC, IDM

4.2) PG → A: Price, IDM

4.3) I,A → PG: V SResponse,Stt,h(Stt,h(OI))
V SResponse = EI−C(Stt,h(OI))

5) PG → M: VCResponse
VCResponse = EPG−M(Stt,V SResponse,h(Stt,h(OI)))

6) M → C: PResponse
PResponse = EM−C(V SResponse)

Step 1: The Client C and merchant M exchange the information necessary to start the protocol.

Step 2: C creates a Payment Request (referred to the General Payment Model described in [11],[9]) including C’s
nickname, M’s and I’s identity, Price, OI and Value-Subtraction Request (called VSRequest, which is encrypted to be
recovered only by an issuer I). OI is used to inform M about the goods and prices requested and Payment Request is
encrypted by C to the specific receiver M. Once the Payment Request has been prepared, C sends it to M. Note that
some important fields, such as OI, Price, NIDC, IDI , are hashed in order to check if they are modified or replaced with
others while in transit.

Step 3: M decrypts the message received from C to retrieve OI. The Merchant M prepares the Value-Claim Request
(called VCRequest) and then sends it with the merchant’s identity to PG, encrypted to be recovered only by her in order
to ensure that only the payment gateway is the intended recipient of the message. The Value-Claim Request contains
the forwarded Value-Substraction Request, C’s nickname, I’s identity, order’s amount, identity of transaction and the
hash of the order information.

Step 4: PG decrypts the message received from M to retrieve VSRequest and the others fields included in VCRequest.
Then, PG forwards VSRequest and other important information, namely: h(OI), TID, Price, NIDC, IDI to I who will
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process it to approve or reject the transaction. Also, PG sends IDM and the requested price (Price) to claim to acquirer
A that she is the party whom the requested amount Price will be transferred to. After checking the validity of the client’s
account, the total amount of OI is transferred to the merchant’s account, the issuer I prepares Value-Substraction
Response (called VSResponse) and sends it to PG with the approval result (Stt). Note that VSResponse is encrypted
to be recovered only by an issuer C.

Step 5: PG sends Value-Claim Response (called VCResponse) encrypted to be recovered only by M. VCResponse
includes VSResponse which will be forwarded to C. As M has her own OI, she can compare this field with the received
h(OI) to check whether or not the message is the response of her request. If they are not matched, M sends a message
to the PG pointing the problem. The PG may now start a recovery procedure or resend the message.

Step 6: M encrypts Value-Subtraction Response to be recovered only by C. Then, M sends it to C as Payment
Response (called PResponse). Once C receives the message, decrypts it to retrieve the result of her request.

Once the purchase has been completed, the client does not have to run Merchant Registration Protocol again unless
she wants to perform transaction with a new merchant. Note that, after clients finish all purchases with a merchant, she
will remove the values IDM and xM from her mobile device due to its limited amount of storage.

6 Analysis and Discussions

6.1 Security issues

After each run of the proposed protocol, the achievement of the following goals will ensure the security of the payment
in our mobile payment system.

• Goal 1: Authentication between the client and the issuer

The operational model used in this proposal has a communication restriction: client can not communicate directly
with the issuer. Therefore, in order to allow that issuer authenticates a client, C has to send a message to I
(through the merchant) with the following features: 1) resistant to attacks while in transit, 2) recoverable only by
the issuer, and 3) able to assure that it has been created and sent by C.

Since the authenticated encryption scheme used in our protocol integrates the mechanisms of signature and
encryption, the message VSRequest sent by C to I, satisfies all the requirements mentioned above and can be
used by the issuer to authenticate the client.

• Goal 2: Anonymity

In order to prevent a merchant from knowing the identity of her clients, usage of client’s nickname (NIDC) instead
of her real identity is required during a communication from C to M. Since the C’s nickname is known only by the
client and the issuer, merchant cannot map the nickname and C’s true identity. Thus, client’s privacy is protected
and untraceable.

• Goal 3: Confidentiality

The authentication encryption scheme used in our protocol ensures the encryption of important data of per
transaction while in transit. Moreover, since this scheme allows that only the specified receiver can verify and
recover the message, any other receiver is unable to do it. For example, the VSRequest is created by C and
encrypted to be recovered only by I. Any other party couldn’t decrypt the message because requires the issuer’s
private key which is known only by I.

• Goal 4: Integrity

It is important to protect data from being modified or/and replaced while in transit. To achieve that, usage of
message digest algorithms and/or digital signature are required. In our protocol, the integrity is mainly ensured
by the digital signature with message recover technique. Also, we use a hash function of some information (e.g,
Order Information, Client’s nickname, etc), padded into some message in order to ensure the integrity where the
digital signature is not used (e.g under banking private network).
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using hash value of some important information (e.g, Order Information, Client’s nickname, etc), padded into
some messages.

• Goal 5: Non-repudiation of Origin (NRO)

The Non-repudiation of Origin is ensured since the signature of a message is generated by the signer U using
her private key US (known only by U). Therefore, the signer should not be able to repudiate his signature creation
later.

• Goal 6: Trust Relationships

Generally, in any transaction, a party should not trust others unless they can provide a proof of trustworthiness
[9]. However, as in our protocol the issuer issues a credit- and/or debit-card to the client and she will not reveal it
to any part, we state the trust relationship between the client and the issuer.

7 Conclusions and Further work

This paper proposes a protocol for secure payments in a mobile payment system where direct communication between
client and issuer does not exist. Our protocol uses a digital signature scheme with message recovery using self-certified
public keys. Furthermore, it allows clients to make purchases without disclosing private information and takes advantage
of the infrastructure of the merchant and payment gateway to communicate with the issuer. With this protocol the client
is able to purchase securely from her mobile device in a similar way to that of traditional mobile payment systems.

Our proposal represents an alternative to all mobile payment systems based on the Full Connectivity scenario (including
Visa’s 3-D Secure scheme) where communication between the client and issuer is mandatory. Moreover, we state that
a portable device with a short range link (such Bluetooth, Infrared or Wi-Fi) and low computational capabilities is enough
for interacting with a merchant in order to buy goods or services in a secure way.

As a result, we assert that our proposed protocol allows mobile users to have efficient and secure payment systems
even if the communication with the issuer is not possible.

In the future, as the proposed protocol includes only non-repudiation of origin, it will be valuable to incorporate more
non-repudiation services (such as non-repudiation of receipt, non-repudiation of submission and non-repudiation of
delivery) in order to prevent entities from denying that they have sent or received certain messages.
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